### BACKGROUND
1.1 START TIME

1.2 FIELDWORKER'S CODE

1.3 DATE OF INTERVIEW (DD/MM/YYYY)

1.4 NAME OF OUT-MIGRANT

1.5 ID OF OUT-MIGRANT

1.6 OUT-MIGRANT'S LINE NUMBER IN THE HOUSEHOLD LISTING

1.7 ID OF ROOM WHERE OUT-MIGRANT USED TO SLEEP

1.8 RESULT OF INTERVIEW (CODE SHEET A)

### DESTINATION AND MAIN REASON FOR OUT-MIGRATION

2.1 What is the name of the area where (NAME) went to?

   RECORD PROVINCE (P), DISTRICT (D), LOCATION (L), VILLAGE/ESTATE (V/E)

   (P) ……………………………… (D) ……………………………… (L) ……………………………… (V/E) ………………………………

2.2 RECORD CODE FOR AREA WHERE OUT-MIGRANT WENT TO

   1=Within same DSA slum; 2=Other DSA slum; 3=Non-DSA Nairobi slum; 4=Nairobi Non-slum; 5=Other urban Kenya; 6=Outside Kenya; 7=Rural Kenya; 8=Don't Know

   [FW: IF ANSWER IS NOT "1" OR "2" SKIP TO 2.4.]

2.3 RECORD CODE FOR NAME OF VILLAGE RECORDED IN 2.1 (CODE SHEET B)

   [FW: IF THE VILLAGE IN 2.3 IS WITHIN DSA CANCEL THIS FORM AND COMPLETE "EXIT" FORM]

2.4 What was the most important reason why (NAME OF MIGRANT) left?

2.5 CODE FOR MOST IMPORTANT REASON WHY PERSON LEFT (CODE SHEET A)

2.6 On what date did (NAME) leave this place? (DD/MM/YYYY)

2.7 When (NAME) left this place, did he/she move (A) alone, (W) with whole household, or (P) with part of household?

2.8 What is the most important reason why (NAME OF OUT-MIGRANT) has not come back?

2.9 CODE FOR MOST IMPORTANT REASON WHY PERSON IS NOT BACK (CODE SHEET A)

### RESPONDENT'S PARTICULARS AND OTHER INTERVIEW DETAILS

3.1 IS RESPONDENT THE OUTMIGRANT? (N=NO; Y=YES) [IF "Y" SKIP TO 3.7]

3.2 What is your full name?

3.3 DOES RESPONDENT STAY IN THIS HOUSEHOLD? (N=NO; Y=YES) [IF NO, SKIP TO 3.5]

3.4 RESPONDENTS LINE NUMBER IN HOUSEHOLD LISTING [SKIP TO 3.6]

3.5 RECORD ID OF ROOM WHERE RESPONDENT SLEEPS

3.6 What is your relationship to (NAME OF OUT-MIGRANT)? (CODE SHEET A)

3.7 RECORD COMMENTS ABOUT INTERVIEW OR CIRCUMSTANCES OF OUT-MIGRATION

3.8 RECORD END TIME

### OFFICE/FIELD CHECKERS

4.1 FIELD SUPERVISOR/TEAM LEADER'S CODE

4.2 DATA ENTRY CLERK'S CODE